UNIT-I
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1.Define algorithm and state the criteria the algorithm should satisfy?
Ans:
Definition: An Algorithm is a method of representing the step-by-step procedure for solving a
problem. It is a method of finding the right answer to a problem or to a different problem by
breaking the problem into simple cases.
It must possess the following properties:






Finiteness: An algorithm should terminate in a finite number of steps.
Definiteness: Each step of the algorithm must be precisely (clearly) stated.
Effectiveness: Each step must be effective.i.e; it should be easily convertible into
program statement and can be performed exactly in a finite amount of time.
Generality: Algorithm should be complete in itself, so that it can be used to solve all
problems of given type for any input data.
Input/Output: Each algorithm must take zero, one or more quantities as input data and
gives one of more output values.

2. Define asymptotic notations: big ‘oh’,omega, theta ?
Ans:
Big Oh Notation
Big Oh notation denoted by „O‟ is a method of representing the upper bound of algorithm‟s
running time. Using big oh notation we can give longest amount of time taken by the algorithm
to complete.
Definition:
Let, f(n) and g(n) are two non-negative functions. And if there exists an integer n0 and constant
C such that C > 0 and for all integers n > n0, f(n) ≤ c*g(n), then
f(n) = Og(n).
Omega Notation

Omega notation denoted „Ω‟ is a method of representing the lower bound of algorithm‟s running
time. Using omega notation we can denote shortest amount of time taken by algorithm to
complete.
Definition:
Let, f(n) and g(n) are two non-negative functions. And if there exists an integer n0 and constant C
such that C > 0 and for all integers n > n0, f(n) >c*g(n), then
f(n) = Ω g(n).
Theta Notation
Theta notation denoted as „θ‟ is a method of representing running time between upper bound and
lower bound.
Definition:
Let, f(n) and g(n) are two non-negative functions. There exists positive constants C1 and C2 such
that C1 g(n) ≤ f(n) ≤ C2 g(n) and f(n) = θ g(n)

3.Define data abstraction
Ans:
Data abstraction is the reduction of a particular body of datato a simplified representation of
the whole. Abstraction, in general, is the process of taking away or removing characteristics
from something in order to reduce it to a set of essential characteristics.

4.Define data structures? List the types of data structures.
Ans: Data structure is a method of organizing large amount of data more efficiently so that any
operation on that data becomes easy
Types of Data Structure:
Data Structure

Data structures are divided into two types:
• Primitive data structures.
• Non-primitive data structures.

Primitive Data
Structures

Non-Primitive Data
Structures

Eg: int, char, float

Linear Data
Structures

Non-Linear Data
Structure

5. Define single, double, circular linked lists.
Ans:
Singly Linked List:
A singly linked list, or simply a linked list, is a linear collection of data items. The linear
order is given by means of POINTERS. These types of lists are often referred to as linear
linked list.
* Each item in the list is called a node.
* Each node of the list has two fields:
1. Information- contains the item being stored in the list.
2. Next address- contains the address ti the next item in the list.
* The last node in the list contains NULL pointer to indicate that it is the end of
list.

the

Double Linked List:
A double linked list is one in which all nodes are linked together by multiple links which
helps in accessing both the successor node (next node) and predecessor node (previous node)
from any arbitrary node within the list. Therefore each node in a double linked list has two
link fields (pointers) to point to the left node (previous) and the right node (next). This helps
to traverse in forward direction and backward direction.
Circular Linked List:
A circular linked list is one, which has no beginning and no end. A single linked list can be
made a circular linked list by simply storing address of the very first node in the link field of
the last node.

6. List out any four applications of data structures.
Ans: As applications are getting complex and data rich, there are three common problems
that applications face now-a-days.

Data Search − Consider an inventory of 1 million(106 ) items of a store. If the application is
to search an item, it has to search an item in 1 million(106 ) items every time slowing down
the search. As data grows, search will become slower.
Processor Speed − Processor speed although being very high, falls limited if the data grows
to billion records.
Multiple Requests − As thousands of users can search data simultaneously on a web server,
even the fast server fails while searching the data.
To solve the above-mentioned problems, data structures come to rescue. Data can be
organized in a data structure in such a way that all items may not be required to be searched,
and the required data can be searched almost instantly.

7.List linear and non linear data structures.
Ans: Linear Data Structures
If a data structure is organizing the data in sequential order, then that data structure is called as
Linear Data Structure.
Example







Arrays
List (Linked List)
Stack
Queue
Non - Linear Data Structures

Non Linear Data Structures
If a data structure is organizing the data in random order, then that data structure is called as
Non-Linear Data Structure.
Example






Tree
Graph
Dictionaries
Heaps
Tries, Etc.,

8.List out basic operations carried out on linked lists
In a single linked list we perform the following operations...







Insertion
In a single linked list, the insertion operation can be performed in three ways. They are as
follows...
 Inserting At Beginning of the list
 Inserting At End of the list
 Inserting Before a specific node in the list
 Inserting After a specific node in the list
Deletion
In a single linked list, the deletion operation can be performed in three ways. They are as
follows...
 Deleting from Beginning of the list
 Deleting from End of the list
 Deleting a Specific Node
Searching
Display

9.List advantages of single linked list over double linked list
Ans: In a single linked list, every node has link to its next node in the sequence. So, we can
traverse from one node to other node only in one direction and we can not traverse back. We can
solve this kind of problem by using double linked list.

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Define time and space complexity. Discuss various asymptotic
notations used for best, average and worst case analysis of
algorithms (or) explain performance analysis in detail
Ans:
When several algorithms can be designed for the solution of a problem, there arises the need
to determine which among them is the best. The efficiency of a program or an algorithm is measured
by computing its time and/or space complexities.
 The time complexity of an algorithm is a function of the running time of the algorithm.
 The space complexity is a function of the space required by it to run to completion.
 The time complexity is therefore given in terms of frequency count.
 Frequency count is basically a count denoting number of times of execution of statement.
Asymptotic Notations:
 To choose the best algorithm, we need to check efficiency of each algorithm. The
efficiency can be measured by computing time complexity of each algorithm. Asymptotic
notation is a shorthand way to represent the time complexity.
 Using asymptotic notations we can give time complexity as “fastest possible”, “slowest
possible” or “average time”.
 Various notations such as Ω, θ, O used are called asymptotic notions.
Big Oh Notation
Big Oh notation denoted by „O‟ is a method of representing the upper bound of algorithm‟s
running time. Using big oh notation we can give longest amount of time taken by the algorithm
to complete.
Definition:
Let, f(n) and g(n) are two non-negative functions. And if there exists an integer n0 and
constant C such that C > 0 and for all integers n > n0, f(n) ≤ c*g(n), then
f(n) = Og(n).
Omega Notation
Omega notation denoted „Ω‟ is a method of representing the lower bound of algorithm‟s
running time. Using omega notation we can denote shortest amount of time taken by
algorithm to complete.
Definition:
Let, f(n) and g(n) are two non-negative functions. And if there exists an integer n0 and
constant C such that C > 0 and for all integers n > n0, f(n) >c*g(n), then
f(n) = Ω g(n).

Theta Notation
Theta notation denoted as „θ‟ is a method of representing running time between upper bound and
lower bound.
Definition:
Let, f(n) and g(n) are two non-negative functions. There exists positive constants C1 and
C2 such that C1 g(n) ≤ f(n) ≤ C2 g(n) and f(n) = θ g(n)
How to compute time complexity
1
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While computing the time complexity we will neglect all the constants, hence ignoring 2 and 1
we will get n. Hence the time complexity becomes O(n).
Space Complexity
 The space complexity can be defined as amount of memory required by an algorithm to
run.
Components of space complexity:
(1) Instruction space
(2) Data space
(3) Environment stack space
Instruction space:
The instruction space is the space required to store the compiled
instructions of the program. This instruction space is depend on the following factors.
(a) The compiler used to compile the program into machine code.
(b) The compiler options in effect at the time of compilation.
(c) The target computer.
To compute the space complexity we use two factors: constant and instance characteristics. The
space requirement S(p) can be given as
S(p) = C + Sp

where C is a constant i.e.. fixed part and it denotes the space of inputs and outputs. This space is
an amount of space taken by instruction, variables and identifiers.
Sp is a space dependent upon instance characteristics. This is a variable part whose space
requirement depend on particular problem instance.
Example:1
Algorithm add(a,b,c)
{
return a+b+c;
}
If we assume a, b, c occupy one word size then total size comes to be 3
S(p) = C

2.Define recursion. Explain it with Fibonacci or towers of Hanoi or GCD or
factorial of a given number.
A function is recursive if a statement in the body of the function calls itself. Recursion is the
process of defining something in terms of itself. For a computer language to be recursive, a
function must be able to call itself.
Advantages:
• Simplicity of code
• Easy to understand
Disadvantages:
• Memory
• Speed
//Factorial
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
int fact(int n)
{
int f;
if((n==0)||(n==1)) // check the condition for the n value
return(n);
else
f=n*fact(n-1); //calculate the factorial of n
return(f);
}
int main()

{
int n;
printf("enter the number :");
scanf("%d",&n);
printf("factorial of number %d", fact(n));
}
//Towers of Hanoi
#include<stdio.h>
void Hanoirecursion(int num,char ndl1,char ndl2,char ndl3)
{
if(num==1)
{
printf("Move top disk from needle %c to needle %c",ndl1,ndl2);
return;
}
Hanoirecursion(num-1,ndl1,ndl3,ndl2);
printf("Move top dis from needle %c to needlle %c",ndl1,ndl2);
Hanoireursion(num-1,ndl3,ndl2,ndl1);
}
int main()
{
int no;
printf("Enter the no. of disk to be transferred:");
scanf("%d",&no);
if(no<1)
printf("\n There's nothing to move");
else
printf("\n recursive");
Hanoirecursion(no,'A','B','C');
}
Output:
Enter the no. of disk to be transferred :3
Move top disk from needle a to needle b
Move top disk from needle a to needle c
Move top disk from needle b to needle c
Move top disk from needle a to needle b
Move top disk from needle c to needle a
Move top disk from needle c to needle b
Move top disk from needle a to needle b

//Fibonacci Sequence
#include <stdio.h>
int fibonacci(int term);
int main(){
int terms, counter;
printf("Enter number of terms in Fibonacci series: ");
scanf("%d", &terms);
printf("Fibonacci series till %d terms\n", terms);
for(counter = 0; counter < terms; counter++){
printf("%d ", fibonacci(counter));
}
return 0;
}
int fibonacci(int term){
if(term < 2)
return term;
return fibonacci(term - 1) + fibonacci(term - 2);
}
//GCD
#include <stdio.h>
int gcd(int n1, int n2);
int main()
{
int n1, n2;
printf("Enter two positive integers: ");
scanf("%d %d", &n1, &n2);
printf("G.C.D of %d and %d is %d.", n1, n2, hcf(n1,n2));
return 0;
}
int gcd(int n1, int n2)
{
if (n2 != 0)
return gcd(n2, n1%n2);
else
return n1;
}

3.Explain various operations performed on single linked list
Ans:
Operations on Singly linked list:
 Creation of a node
 Insertions
 Deletions
 Traversing the list
Structure of a node:
//structure of a node
struct node
{
int data;
struct node *next;
}*n,*head=NULL,*temp,*last;

Creation of a node:
//creation of a list
void create()
{
int x;
n=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));//allocate memory for a node
printf("ENTER ELEMENT\n");
scanf("%d",&x);
n->data=x;
n->next=NULL;
if(head==NULL) //check whether list is empty
{
head=n;
temp=head;
last=temp;
}
else
{
last->next=n;

last=n;
}
}
Insertions: How do we place elements in the list: Usually, there are 4 cases we are inserted in:
1.
2.
3.
4.

at the beginning
end of the list
after a given element
before a given element

case 1: at the beginning

//insert at the begining of a list
void insert_begin()
{
int x;
n=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));//allocate memory for a node
printf("ENTER ELEMENT\n");
scanf("%d",&x);
n->data=x;
n->next=NULL;
n->next=head;
head=n;
}
case 2: end of the list

//insert at the end of a list
void insert_end()
{
int x;
temp=head;
if(temp==NULL)
flag=1;
else
{
while(temp->next!=NULL)
temp=temp->next;
}
n=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));.//allocate memory for a node
n->data=val;
n->next=NULL;
if(flag==0)
temp->next=n;
else
head=n;
}
case 3: After a given element

//insert after a given element
void insert_after()
{
int x,key;
n=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));//allocate memory for a node
printf("ENTER ELEMENT\n");
scanf("%d",&x);
n->data=x;
n->next=NULL;
printf("enter a data after which u want to insert a node\n");
scanf("%d",&key);
temp=head;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
if(temp->data==key)
break;
temp=temp->next;
}
n->next=temp->next;
temp->next=n;
}
case 4: Before a given element
//insert before a given element
void insert_before()
{
int x,key;
struct node *prev;
n=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));

printf("ENTER ELEMENT INTO THE LIST\n");
scanf("%d",&x);
n->data=x;
n->next=NULL;
printf("enter a data before which u want to insert a node\n");
scanf("%d",&key);
temp=head;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
if(temp->data==key)
break;
else
{
prev=temp;
temp=temp->next;
}
}
n->next=prev->next;
prev->next=n;
}
Deletions: Removing an element from the list, without destroying the integrity of the list itself.

void delet()
{
int key;
struct node *prev;
printf("enter a data to remove\n");
scanf("%d",&key);
temp=head;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
if(temp->data==key)
break;
else
{
prev=temp;
temp=temp->next;
}

}
prev->next=temp->next;
}
Traversing the list: Assuming we are given the pointer to the head of the list, how do we get
the end of the list.
//Display the list contents
void display()
{
temp=head;
printf("THE ELEMENTS IN THE LIST ARE..\n");
while(temp!=NULL)
{
printf("%d->",temp->data);
temp=temp->next;
}
}

4.Explain various operations performed on double linked list
Ans:
Operations on Doubly linked list





Creation of a node
Insertions
Deletions
Traversing the list

Creation of a node:
Struct node
{
int data;

node *next;
node *prev;
};
Insertions: How do we place elements in the list ?
Deletions: Removing an element from the list, without destroying the integrity of the list itself.
Traversing the list: Assuming we are given the pointer to the head of the list, how do we get the
end of the list.

/* C program to perform various operations on doubly linked list*/
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
#include<malloc.h>
//structure of a node
struct node
{
int data;
struct node *next,*prev;
}*n,*head=NULL,*temp,*last;
//function declarations
void create();
void insert_begin();
void insert_end();
void insert_after();
void insert_before();
void delet();
void search();
void display();
void main()
{
int ch;
clrscr();
printf("MENU OPTIONS\n");
printf("1.CREATE A LIST\n");
printf("2.INSERT AN ELEMENT AT THE BEGINING\n");
printf("3.INSERT AN ELEMEMT AT THE END OF A LIST\n");
printf("4.INSERT AN ELEMENT AFTER A GIVEN NODE\n");

printf("5. INSERT AN ELEMENT BEFORE A GIVEN NODE\n");
printf("6. DELETE A GIVEN ELEMENT\n");
printf("7.SEARCH FOR A SPECIFIED ELEMENT\n");
printf("8.DISPLAY THE ELEMENTS IN THE LIST\n");
do
{
printf("ENTER YOUR CHOICE\n");
scanf("%d",&ch);
switch(ch)
{
case 1:
create();
break;
case 2:insert_begin();
break;
case 3:insert_end();
break;
case 4:insert_after();
break;
case 5:insert_before();
break;
case 6:delet();
break;
case 7:search();
break;
case 8:display();
break;
default:printf("INVALID CHOICE\n");
}//switch
}while(ch<=8);
getch();
}//main
//creation of a list
void create()
{
int x;
n=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));//allocate memory for a node
printf("ENTER ELEMENT\n");
scanf("%d",&x);
n->data=x;
n->next=NULL;
n->prev=NULL;
if(head==NULL) //check whether list is empty
{

head=n;
temp=head;
last=temp;
}
else
{
last->next=n;
n->prev=last;
last=n;
}
}

//insert at the begining of a list
void insert_begin()
{
int x;
n=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));//allocate memory for a node
printf("ENTER ELEMENT\n");
scanf("%d",&x);
n->data=x;
n->next=NULL;
if(head==NULL)//check whether list is empty
{
head=n;
temp=head;
last=temp;
}
else
{
n->next=head;
head->prev=n;
head=n;
}

}
//insert at the end of a list
void insert_end()
{
int x;
n=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));.//allocate memory for a node
printf("ENTER ELEMENT\n");
scanf("%d",&x);

n->data=x;
n->next=NULL;
if(head==NULL)
{
head=n;
temp=head;
last=temp;
}
else
{
last->next=n;
n->prev=last;
last=n;
}
}

//insert after a given element
void insert_after()
{
int x,key;
n=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));//allocate memory for a node
printf("ENTER ELEMENT\n");
scanf("%d",&x);
n->data=x;
n->next=NULL;
printf("enter a data after which u want to insert a node\n");
scanf("%d",&key);
temp=head;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
if(temp->data==key)
break;
temp=temp->next;
}
n->next=temp->next;
temp->next->prev=n;
temp->next=n;
n->prev=temp;
}

//insert before a given element
void insert_before()
{
int x,key;

struct node *prev1;
n=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
printf("ENTER ELEMENT INTO THE LIST\n");
scanf("%d",&x);
n->data=x;
n->next=NULL;
printf("enter a data before which u want to insert a node\n");
scanf("%d",&key);
temp=head;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
if(temp->data==key)
break;
else
{
prev1=temp;
temp=temp->next;
}
}
n->next=prev1->next;
prev1->next->prev=n;
prev1->next=n;
n->prev=prev1;
}
//Delete an element from the list
void delet()
{
int key;
struct node *prev1;
printf("enter a data to remove\n");
scanf("%d",&key);
temp=head;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
if(temp->data==key)
break;
else
{
prev1=temp;
temp=temp->next;
}
}
prev1->next=temp->next;
temp->next->prev=prev1;

}
//Search for a given element in the list
void search()
{
int x,i=1;
temp=head;
printf("ENTER THE ELEMENT TO BE SEARCHED\n");
scanf("%d",&x);
while((temp!=NULL)&&(temp->data!=x))
{
temp=temp->next;
i++;
}
if(temp!=NULL)
printf("%d is FOUND AT POSITION %d\n",temp->data,i);
else
printf("ELEMENT NOT FOUND\n");
}
//Display the list contents
void display()
{
temp=head;
printf("THE ELEMENTS IN THE LIST ARE..\n");
while(temp!=NULL)
{
printf("%d->",temp->data);
temp=temp->next;
}
}

5.Explain various operations performed on circular single linked list
Operations on Circular linked list
 Creation of a node
 Insertions
 Deletions
 Traversing the list
//C Program to create circularly linked list and perform operations
#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
struct node
{
int data;

struct node *link;
}*cur,*prev,*temp,*last,*first=NULL;
void create();
void display();
void insert_begin();
void insert_after();
void insert_before();
void del_begin();
void del();
int main()
{
int ch=0;
while(ch<=7)
{
printf("enter ur choice\n");
scanf("%d",&ch);
switch(ch)
{
case 1:create();
break;
case 2:insert_begin();
break;
case 3:insert_after();
break;
case 4:insert_before();
break;
case 5:del_begin();
break;
case 6:del();
break;
case 7:display();
break;
}//switch
}//while
}//main
void create()
{
cur=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
printf("enter data\n");
scanf("%d",&cur->data);
cur->link=NULL;
if(first==NULL)
{
first=cur;

last=cur;
}
else
{
last->link=cur;
last=cur;
}
last->link=first;
}//create
void insert_begin()
{
cur=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
printf("enter data\n");
scanf("%d",&cur->data);
last->link=cur;
cur->link=first;
first=cur;
}//insert_begin()
void insert_after()
{
int key;
cur=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
printf("enter data\n");
scanf("%d",&cur->data);
cur->link=NULL;
printf("enter element after which u want to insert\n");
scanf("%d",&key);
temp=first;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
if(temp->data==key)
break;
else
temp=temp->link;
}
cur->link=temp->link;
temp->link=cur;
}//insert_after
void insert_before()
{
int key;
cur=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
printf("enter data\n");
scanf("%d",&cur->data);
cur->link=NULL;

printf("Enter before which u want to insert\n");
scanf("%d",&key);
temp=first;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
if(temp->data==key)
break;
else
{
prev=temp;
temp=temp->link;
}//else
}//while
cur->link=temp;
prev->link=cur;
}
void del_begin()
{
temp=first;
first=first->link;
last->link=first;
free(temp);
}
void del()
{
int key;
temp=first;
printf("enter data to delete");
scanf("%d",&key);
while(temp!=NULL)
{
if(temp->data==key)
break;
else
{
prev=temp;
temp=temp->link;
}//else
}
prev->link=temp->link;
free(temp);
}//del
void display()
{
temp=first;

do
{
printf("%d\t",temp->data);
temp=temp->link;
}while(temp!=first);
}

UNIT-II
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Define stack and list applications of stack
Ans. A stack is a linear data structure which uses the same principle, i.e., the elements in a stack
are added and removed only from one end, which is called the TOP. Hence, a stack is called a
LIFO (Last-In-First-Out) data structure.
Stack can also be defined as
"A Collection of similar data items in which both insertion and deletion operations are performed
based on LIFO principle".
In the computer‟s memory, stacks can be implemented using either linked lists or single arrays.
A stack supports three basic operations: push, pop, and peek. The push operation adds an
element to the top of the stack and the pop operation removes the element from the top of the
stack. The peek operation returns the value of the topmost element of the stack.

APPLICATIONs OF STACKS:
stacks can be easily applied for a simple and efficient solution.
 Reversing a list
 Parentheses checker
 Conversion of an infix expression into a postfix expression
 Evaluation of a postfix expression
 Conversion of an infix expression into a prefix expression
 Evaluation of a prefix expression
 Recursion
 Tower of Hanoi

2. Define queue and list applications of queue
Ans. A queue is a FIFO (First-In, First-Out) data structure in which the element that is inserted
first is the first one to be taken out. The elements in a queue are added at one end called the
REAR and removed from the other end called the FRONT. Queues can be implemented by using
either arrays or linked lists. every queue has front and rear variables that point to the position
from where deletions and insertions can be done, respectively.

APPLICATIONs OF QUEUES:
 Queues are widely used as waiting lists for a single shared resource like printer, disk,
CPU.
 Queues are used to transfer data asynchronously (data not necessarily received at same
rate
 as sent) between two processes (IO buffers), e.g., pipes, file IO, sockets.
 Queues are used as buffers on MP3 players and portable CD players, iPod playlist.
 Queues are used in Playlist for jukebox to add songs to the end, play from the front of the
 list.
 Queues are used in operating system for handling interrupts. When programming a realtime
 system that can be interrupted, for example, by a mouse click, it is necessary to process
the
 interrupts immediately, before proceeding with the current job. If the interrupts have to
be
 handled in the order of arrival, then a FIFO queue is the appropriate data structure.

3. List out basic operations performed on stack and queue

Stack operations:
In a stack, the insertion operation is performed using a function called "push" and
deletion operation is performed using a function called "pop".

In the figure, PUSH and POP operations are performed at top position in the stack.
That means, both the insertion and deletion operations are performed at one end (i.e.,
at Top)
The following operations are performed on the stack:
 Push (To insert an element on to the stack)
 Pop (To delete an element from the stack)
 Display (To display elements of the stack)
Queue operations:
The elements in a queue are added at one end called the rear and removed from the
other end called the front.
The following operations are performed on a queue data structure...




enQueue(value) - (To insert an element into the queue)
deQueue() - (To delete an element from the queue)
display() - (To display the elements of the queue)
Example:
Queue after inserting 25, 30, 51, 60 and 85.

4. Define circular queue, list operations performed on circular queue.
Ans. Circular Queue is a linear data structure in which the operations are performed
based on FIFO (First In First Out) principle and the last position is connected back to
the first position to make a circle.
Graphical representation of a circular queue is

operations performed on circular queue:




enQueue(value) - Inserting value into the Circular Queue
deQueue() - Deleting a value from the Circular Queue
display() - Displays the elements of a Circular Queue

5. Define Deque, List the operations of dequeue
Ans. A deque is a list in which elements can be inserted or deleted at either end. It is
also known as a head-tail linked list because elements can be added to or removed
from the front (head) or back (tail). However, no element can be added or deleted
from the middle.
operations of dequeue:
In a deque, two pointers are maintained, LEFT and RIGHT, which point to either end
of the deque.

Double Ended Queue can be represented in TWO ways, those are as follows...
Input Restricted Double Ended Queue:
In input restricted double ended queue, the insertion operation is performed at only
one end and deletion operation is performed at both the ends.

Output Restricted Double Ended Queue:
In output restricted double ended queue, the deletion operation is performed at only
one end and insertion operation is performed at both the ends.

6. State different ways of representing expressions
Based on the operator position, expressions are divided into THREE types.
They are as follows...
o Infix Expression
o Postfix Expression
o Prefix Expression
Infix Expression
In infix expression, operator is used in between operands.
The general structure of an Infix expression is as follows...
Operand1 Operator Operand2
Example

Postfix Expression
In postfix expression, operator is used after operands. We can say that "Operator follows the
Operands".The general structure of Postfix expression is as follows...
Operand1 Operand2 Operator
Example

Prefix Expression
In prefix expression, operator is used before operands. We can say that "Operands
follows the Operator".
The general structure of Prefix expression is as follows...
Example
Operator Operand1 Operand2

Any expression can be represented using the above three different types of
expressions. And we can convert an expression from one form to another form like
Infix to Postfix, Infix to Prefix, Prefix to Postfix and vice versa.

7. Discuss which data structure used in recursion
A recursive function is defined as a function that calls itself to solve a smaller version
of its task until a final call is made which does not require a call to itself. They are
implemented using system stack.
Recursion is a technique that breaks a problem into one or more sub-problems that are
similar to the original problem. Any recursive function can be characterized based on:
 whether the function calls itself directly or indirectly (direct or indirect
recursion),
 whether any operation is pending at each recursive call (tail-recursive or not),
and
 the structure of the calling pattern (linear or tree-recursive).
Example: Finding Factorial of a number, Finding GCD of two numbers, Finding
Fibanocci sequence and Solving Towers of Hanoi problem.

8. Discuss all empty and full conditions of stack, queue, circular queue

and deque
Stacks:
Empty condition:
Using Arrays:
if(top==-1)
printf(" stack is empty(underflow)");
Using Linked lists:
if(top==NULL)
printf("stack is empty");
Full condition:
if(top==SIZE-1)
printf(" stack is full(overflow)");
or
if(top == MAX-1)
printf("\n STACK OVERFLOW");
Queues:
Empty condition:
if (front == - 1 || front > rear)
printf("Queue Empty or Underflow \n");
or
if(front == NULL)
printf("\nQueue is Empty!!!\n");
Full condition:
if (rear == MAX - 1)
printf("Queue Overflow \n");
Circular Queue:
Empty condition:
if(front==-1&&rear==-1)
printf("\nQueue Underflow:");
or
if(front==NULL)
printf("\nUnderflow");
Full condition:

if(front==0&&rear==max_size-1)
printf("\nQueue Overflow:");
Deque:
Empty condition:
if(front == rear)
printf("\nQueue is Empty”);
Full condition:
if(front == SIZE/2)
printf("\nQueue is full”);

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Write a c program for stack operations using array and linked list
//STACK USING ARRAYS
//C Program to implement stack using array
#include<stdio.h>
#define SIZE 5
int top=-1,stack[SIZE],x;
void push();
void pop();
void display();
int main()
{
int ch;
printf("1. PUSH\n");
printf("2. POP\n");
printf("3. DISPLAY\n");
do
{
printf("Enter ur choice\n");
scanf("%d",&ch);
switch(ch)
{
case 1:push();break;
case 2:pop();break;
case 3:display();break;
}
}while(ch<=3);
return 0;
}
void push()
{
if(top>=SIZE-1)
printf("STACK OVERFLOW\n");
else
{
printf("Enter an item\n");
scanf("%d",&x);
top++;
stack[top]=x;

}
}
void pop()
{
if(top<0)
printf("STACK UNDERFLOW\n");
else
{
x=stack[top];
printf("%d is popped\n",x);
top--;
}
}
void display()
{
int i;
printf("Stack elements are..\n");
for(i=top;i>=0;i--)
printf("%d\t",stack[i]);
}

//STACK USING LINKED LIST
//C Program to implement stack using array
#include<stdio.h>
struct node
{
int data;
struct node *next;
}*top=NULL,*temp,*n;
void push();
void pop();
void display();

int main()
{
int ch;
printf("1. PUSH\n");
printf("2. POP\n");
printf("3. DISPLAY\n");
do
{
printf("Enter ur choice\n");
scanf("%d",&ch);
switch(ch)
{
case 1:push();break;
case 2:pop();break;
case 3:display();break;
}
}while(ch<=3);
return 0;
}
void push()
{
n=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
printf(“enter data”);
scanf(“%d”,&n->data);
n->next=NULL;

if(top==NULL)
{
top=n;
}
else
{
n->next=top;
top=n;
}
}
void pop()
{
temp=top;
top=top->next;
free(top);
}
void display()
{
temp=top;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
printf(“%d”,temp->data);
temp=temp->next;
}
}

2.Write a c program for queue operations using array and linked list
//QUEUE USING ARRAYS
#include <stdio.h>
#define MAX 50
int q[MAX];
int rear=-1;
int front=-1;
main()
{
int choice;
do
{
printf("\n1.Insert element to queue \n");
printf("2.Delete element from queue \n");
printf("3.Display all elements of queue \n");
printf("4.Quit \n");
printf("Enter your choice : ");
scanf("%d", &choice);
switch(choice)
{
case 1:
insert();
break;
case 2:
delete();
break;
case 3:
display();
break;
case 4:
exit(1);
default:
printf("Wrong choice \n");
}
}while(choice!=4);
}
insert()
{
int add_item;

if (rear == MAX - 1)
printf("Queue Overflow \n");
else
{

rear = rear + 1;
printf("Inset the element in queue : ");
scanf("%d", &add_item);
que[rear] = add_item;
}
} /*End of insert()*/
delete()
{
if (front == - 1 || front > rear)
{
printf("Queue Underflow \n");
return ;
}
else
{
front = front + 1;
printf("Element deleted from queue is:%d\n", q[front]);
}
}
display()
{
int i;
printf("Queue is : \n");
for (i = front+1; i <= rear; i++)
printf("%d ", que[i]);
}
//QUEUE USING LINKED LISTS
#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>

struct node
{
int data;
struct node *next;
}*front = NULL,*rear = NULL;
void insert(int);
void delete();
void display();
void main()
{
int choice, value;
printf("\n:: Queue Implementation using Linked List ::\n");
while(1){
printf("\n****** MENU ******\n");
printf("1. Insert\n2. Delete\n3. Display\n4. Exit\n");
printf("Enter your choice: ");
scanf("%d",&choice);
switch(choice){
case 1: printf("Enter the value to be insert: ");
scanf("%d", &value);
insert(value);
break;
case 2: delete(); break;
case 3: display(); break;
case 4: exit(0);
default: printf("\nWrong selection!!! Please try again!!!\n");
}
}
}
void insert(int value)
{
struct node *newnode;
newnode = (struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
newnode->data = value;
newnode -> next = NULL;
if(front == NULL)
front = rear = newnode;
else

{
rear -> next = newnode;
rear = newnode;
}
printf("\nInsertion is Success!!!\n");
}
void delete()
{
if(front == NULL)
printf("\nQueue is Empty!!!\n");
else
{
struct node *temp = front;
front = front -> next;
printf("\nDeleted element: %d\n", temp->data);
free(temp);
}
}
void display()
{
if(front == NULL)
printf("\nQueue is Empty!!!\n");
else
{
struct node *temp = front;
while(temp->next != NULL)
{
printf("%d--->",temp->data);
temp = temp -> next;
}
printf("%d--->NULL\n",temp->data);
}
}

3.Write the procedure for infix to postfix conversion
Step 1: Add ) to the end of the infix expression
Step 2: Push ( on to the stack
Step 3: Repeat until each character in the infix notation is scanned
IF a ( is encountered, push it on the stack
IF an operand (whether a digit or a character) is encountered, add it postfix expression.
IF a ) is encountered, then
a. Repeatedly pop from stack and add it to the postfix expression until a
( is encountered.
b. Discard the ( . That is, remove the ( from stack and do not add it to the postfix
expression
IF an operator is encountered, then
a. Repeatedly pop from stack and add each operator (popped from the stack) to
the postfix expression which has the same precedence or a higher precedence than
b. Push the operator to the stack
[END OF IF]
Step 4: Repeatedly pop from the stack and add it to the postfix expression until the stack
is empty
Step 5: EXIT0
2. Write the procedure for postfix evaluation

4.Implement queue using two stacks or stack using two queues
// Implementation of "queue" using two stacks
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
struct node
{
int data;
struct node *next;
};
void push(struct node** top, int data);
int pop(struct node** top);
struct queue
{
struct node *stack1;
struct node *stack2;
};
void enqueue(struct queue *q, int x)
{
push(&q->stack1, x);
}
void dequeue(struct queue *q)
{
int x;
if (q->stack1 == NULL && q->stack2 == NULL) {
printf("queue is empty");
return;
}
if (q->stack2 == NULL) {
while (q->stack1 != NULL) {
x = pop(&q->stack1);
push(&q->stack2, x);
}
}
x = pop(&q->stack2);
printf("%d\n", x);
}
void push(struct node** top, int data)
{
struct node* newnode = (struct node*) malloc(sizeof(struct node));
if (newnode == NULL) {

printf("Stack overflow \n");
return;
}
newnode->data = data;
newnode->next = (*top);
(*top) = newnode;
}
int pop(struct node** top)
{
int buff;
struct node *t;
if (*top == NULL) {
printf("Stack underflow \n");
return;
}
else {
t = *top;
buff = t->data;
*top = t->next;
free(t);
return buff;
}
}
void display(struct node *top1,struct node *top2)
{
while (top1 != NULL) {
printf("%d\n", top1->data);
top1 = top1->next;
}
while (top2 != NULL) {
printf("%d\n", top2->data);
top2 = top2->next;
}
}
int main()
{
struct queue *q = (struct queue*)malloc(sizeof(struct queue));
int f = 0, a;
char ch = 'y';
q->stack1 = NULL;

q->stack2 = NULL;
while (ch == 'y'||ch == 'Y') {
printf("enter ur choice\n1.add to queue\n2.remove
from queue\n3.display\n4.exit\n");
scanf("%d", &f);
switch(f) {
case 1 : printf("enter the element to be added to queue\n");
scanf("%d", &a);
enqueue(q, a);
break;
case 2 : dequeue(q);
break;
case 3 : display(q->stack1, q->stack2);
break;
case 4 : exit(1);
break;
default : printf("invalid\n");
break;
}
}
}
//Implementing Stacks using two queues
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
/* Queue structure */
#define QUEUE_EMPTY_MAGIC 0xdeadbeef
typedef struct _queue_t {
int *arr;
int rear, front, count, max;
} queue_t;
/* Queue operation function prototypes */
queue_t *queue_allocate(int n);
void queue_insert(queue_t * q, int v);
int queue_remove(queue_t * q);
int queue_count(queue_t * q);
int queue_is_empty(queue_t * q);
/* NOTE: Here is the stuff we are interested in */

/* Simulated stack operations START */
/* NOTE: passing the queue object, on which we will only operate the
* queue operations.
*/
void stack_push(queue_t * q, int v) {
queue_insert(q, v);
}
int stack_pop(queue_t * q) {
int i, n = queue_count(q);
int removed_element;
for (i = 0; i < (n - 1); i++) {
removed_element = queue_remove(q);
queue_insert(q, removed_element);
/* same as below */
//queue_insert (q, queue_remove (q))
}
removed_element = queue_remove(q);
return removed_element;
}
int stack_is_empty(queue_t * q) {
return queue_is_empty(q);
}
int stack_count(queue_t * q) {
return queue_count(q);
}
/* Simulated stack operations END */
/* Queue operations START */
int queue_count(queue_t * q) {
return q->count;
}
queue_t *

queue_allocate(int n) {
queue_t *queue;
queue = malloc(sizeof(queue_t));
if (queue == NULL)
return NULL;
queue->max = n;
queue->arr = malloc(sizeof(int) * n);
queue->rear = n - 1;
queue->front = n - 1;
return queue;
}
void queue_insert(queue_t * q, int v) {
if (q->count == q->max)
return;
q->rear = (q->rear + 1) % q->max;
q->arr[q->rear] = v;
q->count++;
}
int queue_remove(queue_t * q) {
int retval;
/* magic number if queue is empty */
if (q->count == 0)
return QUEUE_EMPTY_MAGIC;
q->front = (q->front + 1) % q->max;
retval = q->arr[q->front];
q->count--;
return retval;
}
int queue_is_empty(queue_t * q) {
return (q->count == 0);
}

/* Queue operations END */
/* For demo */
void queue_display(queue_t * q) {
int i = (q->front + 1) % q->max, elements = queue_count(q);
while (elements--) {
printf("[%d], ", q->arr[i]);
i = (i >= q->max) ? 0 : (i + 1);
}
}
#define MAX 128
int main(void) {
queue_t *q;
int x, select;
/* Static allocation */
q = queue_allocate(MAX);
do {
printf("\n[1] Push\n[2] Pop\n[0] Exit");
printf("\nChoice: ");
scanf(" %d", &select);
switch (select) {
case 1:
printf("\nEnter value to Push:");
scanf(" %d", &x);
/* Pushing */
stack_push(q, x);
printf("\n\n__________________________\nCurrent Queue:\n");
queue_display(q);
printf("\n\nPushed Value: %d", x);
printf("\n__________________________\n");
break;
case 2:

/* Popping */
x = stack_pop(q);
printf("\n\n\n\n__________________________\nCurrent Queue:\n");
queue_display(q);
if (x == QUEUE_EMPTY_MAGIC)
printf("\n\nNo values removed");
else
printf("\n\nPopped Value: %d", x);
printf("\n__________________________\n");
break;
case 0:
printf("\nQutting.\n");
return 0;
default:
printf("\nQutting.\n");
return 0;
}
} while (1);
return 0;
}

5.Write a c program for circular queue operations using array and linked list
//Circular Queue using arrays
//C Program to implement Circular Queue
# include <stdio.h>
# define MAX 6
int CQ[MAX];
int front = 0;
int rear = 0;
int count = 0;
void insertCQ()
{

int data;
if(count == MAX)
{
printf("\n Circular Queue is Full");
}
else
{
printf("\n Enter data: ");
scanf("%d", &data);
CQ[rear] = data;
rear = (rear + 1) % MAX;
count ++;
printf("\n Data Inserted in the Circular Queue ");
}
}
void deleteCQ()
{
if(count == 0)
{
printf("\n\nCircular Queue is Empty..");
}
else
{
printf("\n Deleted element from Circular Queue is %d ", CQ[front]);
front = (front + 1) % MAX;
count --;
}
}
void displayCQ()
{
int i, j;
if(count == 0)
{
printf("\n\n\t Circular Queue is Empty ");
}
else
{
printf("\n Elements in Circular Queue are: ");
j = count;
for(i = front; j != 0; j--)

{
printf("%d\t", CQ[i]);
i = (i + 1) % MAX;
}
}
}
int menu()
{
int ch;
printf("\n \t Circular Queue Operations using ARRAY..");
printf("\n -----------**********-------------\n");
printf("\n 1. Insert ");
printf("\n 2. Delete ");
printf("\n 3. Display");
printf("\n 4. Quit ");
printf("\n Enter Your Choice: ");
scanf("%d", &ch);
return ch;
}
void main()
{
int ch;
do
{
ch = menu();
switch(ch)
{
case 1:
insertCQ();
break;
case 2:
deleteCQ();
break;
case 3:
displayCQ();
break;
case 4:
return;
default:

printf("\n Invalid Choice ");
}
} while(1);
}
//Circular Queue using Linked lists
#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
struct node
{
int data;
struct node *next;
}*front=NULL,*rear=NULL,*temp,*cur;
void insert();
void del();
void display();
main()
{
int choice;
do
{
printf("\n1.insert\n2.delete\n3.display\n4.exit");
printf("Enter your choice\n");
scanf("%d",&choice);
switch(choice)
{
case 1:insert();
break;
case 2:del();
break;
case 3:display();
break;
case 4:exit(1);
break;
}
}while(choice!=4);
}
void insert()
{

cur=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
printf("Enter data");
scanf("%d",&cur->data);
cur->next=NULL;
if(rear==NULL)
front=rear=cur;
else
{
rear->next=cur;
rear=cur;
}
rear->next=front;
}
void del()
{
temp=front;
if(front==NULL)
printf("\nUnderflow");
else
{
if(front==rear)
{
printf("\n%d",front->data);
front=rear=NULL;
}
else
{
printf("\ndelete data is ");
printf("%d",front->data);
front=front->next;
rear->next=front;
}
temp->next=NULL;
free(temp);
}
}
void display()
{
if(front==NULL)

printf("\nempty");
else
{
printf("\n");
for(temp=front;temp!=rear;temp=temp->next)
printf("\n%d",temp->data);
printf("\n%d",temp->data);
}
}

6.Write a c program for deque operations using array and linked list
//DEQUE USING ARRAYS
#include<stdio.h>
#define SIZE 100
void enQueue(int);
int deQueueFront();
int deQueueRear();
void enQueueRear(int);
void enQueueFront(int);
void display();
int queue[SIZE];
int rear = 0, front = 0;
int main()
{
char ch;
int choice1, choice2, value;
printf("\n******* Type of Double Ended Queue *******\n");
do
{
printf("\n1.Input-restricted deque \n");
printf("2.output-restricted deque \n");
printf("\nEnter your choice of Queue Type : ");
scanf("%d",&choice1);
switch(choice1)
{
case 1:

printf("\nSelect the Operation\n");
printf("1.Insert\n2.Delete from Rear\n3.Delete from Front\n4. Display");
do
{
printf("\nEnter your choice for the operation in c deque: ");
scanf("%d",&choice2);
switch(choice2)
{
case 1: enQueueRear(value);
display();
break;
case 2: value = deQueueRear();
printf("\nThe value deleted is %d",value);
display();
break;
case 3: value=deQueueFront();
printf("\nThe value deleted is %d",value);
display();
break;
case 4: display();
break;
default:printf("Wrong choice");
}
}while(choice2!=5);
break;
case 2 :
printf("\n---- Select the Operation ----\n");
printf("1. Insert at Rear\n2. Insert at Front\n3. Delete\n4. Display");
do
{
printf("\nEnter your choice for the operation: ");
scanf("%d",&choice2);
switch(choice2)
{
case 1: enQueueRear(value);
display();
break;
case 2: enQueueFront(value);
display();

break;
case 3: value = deQueueFront();
printf("\nThe value deleted is %d",value);
display();
break;
case 4: display();
break;
default:printf("Wrong choice");
}
} while(choice2!=5);
break ;
}
}while(choice1!=3);
}
void enQueueRear(int value)
{
char ch;
if(front == SIZE/2)
{
printf("\nQueue is full!!! Insertion is not possible!!! ");
return;
}
printf("\nEnter the value to be inserted:");
scanf("%d",&value);
queue[front] = value;
front++;
}
void enQueueFront(int value)
{
char ch;
if(front==SIZE/2)
{
printf("\nQueue is full!!! Insertion is not possible!!!");
return;
}

printf("\nEnter the value to be inserted:");
scanf("%d",&value);
rear--;
queue[rear] = value;
}
int deQueueRear()
{
int deleted;
if(front == rear)
{
printf("\nQueue is Empty!!! Deletion is not possible!!!");
return 0;
}
front--;
deleted = queue[front+1];
return deleted;
}
int deQueueFront()
{
int deleted;
if(front == rear)
{
printf("\nQueue is Empty!!! Deletion is not possible!!!");
return 0;
}
rear++;
deleted = queue[rear-1];
return deleted;
}
void display()
{
int i;
if(front == rear)
printf("\nQueue is Empty!!! Deletion is not possible!!!");
else
{
printf("\nThe Queue elements are:");
for(i=rear; i < front; i++)
{

printf("%d\t ",queue[i]);
}
}
}
//DEQUE USING LINKED LISTS
#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
struct node
{
int data;
struct node *next;
}*front,*temp,*rear,*ptr;
void insertrear();
void delfront();
void insertfront();
void delrear();
void insertrear()
{
temp=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
printf("\nEnter elemet: ");
scanf("%d",&temp->data);
temp->next=NULL;
if(front==NULL && rear==NULL)
{
front=rear=temp;
return;
}
rear->next=temp;
rear=rear->next;
}
void delfront()
{
if(front==NULL)
{
printf("\nEmpty Deque\n");
return;
}
if(front==rear && front!=NULL)
{

ptr=front;
front=rear=NULL;
free(ptr);
}
else
{
ptr=front;
front=front->next;
free(ptr);
}
}
void insertfront()
{
temp=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
printf("\nEnter element: ");
scanf("%d",&temp->data);
if(front==NULL && rear==NULL)
{
front=rear=temp;
temp->next=NULL;
return;
}
temp->next=front;
front=temp;
}
void delrear()
{
if(rear==front && rear==NULL)
{
printf("Empty DEQUE");
return;
}
else if(rear==front)
{
rear=front=NULL;
free(rear);
free(front);
}
else

{
ptr=front;
while(ptr->next!=NULL)
{
temp=ptr;
ptr=ptr->next;
}
temp->next=NULL;
free(ptr);
rear=temp;
}
}
void display()
{
if(front==NULL && rear==NULL)
{
printf("\nEmpty Deque\n");
return;
}
ptr=front;
while(ptr!=NULL)
{
printf("%d\t",ptr->data);
ptr=ptr->next;
}
}
void main()
{
int ch;
while(1)
{
printf("\n1. Insert at rear");
printf("\n2. Insert at Front");
printf("\n3. Delete from front");
printf("\n4. Delete from rear");
printf("\n5. Display");
printf("\n6. Exit");
printf("\nEnter ur choice: ");
scanf("%d",&ch);

switch (ch)
{
case 1: insertrear(); break;
case 2: insertfront(); break;
case 3: delfront(); break;
case 4: delrear(); break;
case 5: display(); break;
case 6: exit(0); break;
default: printf("Invalid option");
}
}
}

7.Convert the following expression A + (B * C) - ((D * E + F) / G) into postfix
form.

Infix string

stack

Post fix form

A + (B * C) - ((D * E Empty
+ F) / G)

Null

+(B*C)-((D*E+F)/G) Empty

A
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-
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NULL
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8.Evaluate the following postfix expression: 6 2 3 + - 3 8 2 / + * 2 | 3 +
Character Scanned

Stack

6

6

2

6,2

3

6,2,3

+

6,5

-

1

3

1,3

8

1,3,8

2

1,3,8,2

/

1,3,4

+

1,7

*

7

2

7,2

|

7

3

7,3

+
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UNIT-III
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Define Searching? List different types of searching techniques.
ANS::Search is a process of finding a value in a list of values. In other words, searching is
the process of locating given value position in a list of values.
Types Of Searching:
1.Linear Search(Sequential Search)
2.Binary Search

2.Define Sorting? List different types of sorting techniques.
ANS:Sorting is the process of arranging a list of elements in a particular order
(Ascending or Descending).
Types of Sorting :1.Bubble Sort
3.Selection sort
5.Quick Sort

2.Insertion Sort

4.Merge Sort
6.Shell Sort

7.Radix sort

3.Compare Searching Techniques with their time complexities.
&
4.Compare Sorting Techniques with their time complexities.
ANS:

Time complexity Cheat Sheet

5.Explain Linear Search and write a C program.
ANS: This is the simplest of all searching techniques. In this technique, an ordered or unordered
list will be searched one by one from the beginning until the desired element is found. If the
desired element is found in the list then the search is successful otherwise unsuccessful.
Suppose there are „n’ elements organized sequentially on a List. The number of comparisons
required to retrieve an element from the list, purely depends on where the element is stored in the
list. If it is the first element, one comparison will do; if it is second element two comparisons are
necessary and so on. On an average you need [(n+1)/2] comparison‟s to search an element. If
search is not successful, you would need ‟n’ comparisons.
The time complexity of linear search is O(n).
#include <stdio.h>

void main()
{
int array[10];
int i, num, keynum, found =0;
printf("Enter the value of num \n");
scanf("%d",&num);
printf("Enter the elements one by one \n");
for(i =0; i < num; i++)
{
scanf("%d",&array[i]);
}
printf("Input array is \n");
for(i =0; i < num; i++)
{
printf("%dn", array[i]);
}
printf("Enter the element to be searched \n");
scanf("%d",&keynum);
/* Linear search begins */
for(i =0; i < num ; i++)
{
if(keynum == array[i])
{
found =1;
break;
}
}
if(found ==1)
printf("Element is present in the array\n");
else

printf("Element is not present in the array\n");
}

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Explain Binary Search and write a C program.
ANS:
BINARY SEARCH
Binary search algorithm finds given element in a list of elements with O(log n) time complexity
where n is total number of elements in the list. The binary search algorithm can be used with
only sorted list of element. That means, binary search can be used only with lkist of element
which are already arraged in a order. The binary search can not be used for list of element which
are in random order. This search process starts comparing of the search element with the middle
element in the list. If both are matched, then the result is "element found". Otherwise, we check
whether the search element is smaller or larger than the middle element in the list. If the search
element is smaller, then we repeat the same process for left sublist of the middle element. If the
search element is larger, then we repeat the same process for right sublist of the middle element.
We repeat this process until we find the search element in the list or until we left with a sublist of
only one element. And if that element also doesn't match with the search element, then the result
is
"Element
not
found
in
the
list".
Binary search is implemented using following steps...
Step 1: Read the search element from the user
Step 2: Find the middle element in the sorted list
Step 3: Compare, the search element with the middle element in the sorted list.
Step 4: If both are matching, then display "Given element found!!!" and terminate the function
Step 5: If both are not matching, then check whether the search element is smaller or larger than
middle element.
Step 6: If the search element is smaller than middle element, then repeat steps 2, 3, 4 and 5 for
the left sublist of the middle element.
Step 7: If the search element is larger than middle element, then repeat steps 2, 3, 4 and 5 for the
right sublist of the middle element.

Step 8: Repeat the same process until we find the search element in the list or until sublist
contains only one element.
Step 9: If that element also doesn't match with the search element, then display "Element not
found in the list!!!" and terminate the function.

Example 1:
Let us illustrate binary search on the following 12 elements:

Index

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Elements

4

7

8

9

16

20

24

38

39

45

54

77

If we are searching for x = 4: (This needs 3 comparisons) low =
1, high = 12, mid = 13/2 = 6, check 20
low = 1, high = 5, mid = 6/2 = 3, check 8
low = 1, high = 2, mid = 3/2 = 1, check 4, found

If we are searching for x = 7: (This needs 4 comparisons) low =
1, high = 12, mid = 13/2 = 6, check 20
low = 1, high = 5, mid = 6/2 = 3, check 8 low =
1, high = 2, mid = 3/2 = 1, check 4
low = 2, high = 2, mid = 4/2 = 2, check 7, found
If we are searching for x = 8: (This needs 2 comparisons) low =
1, high = 12, mid = 13/2 = 6, check 20
low = 1, high = 5, mid = 6/2 = 3, check 8,found

If we are searching for x = 9: (This needs 3 comparisons) low =
1, high = 12, mid = 13/2 = 6, check 20
low = 1, high = 5, mid = 6/2 = 3, check 8

low = 4, high = 5, mid = 9/2 = 4, check 9, found

If we are searching for x = 16: (This needs 4 comparisons) low =
1, high = 12, mid = 13/2 = 6, check 20low = 1, high = 5, mid = 6/2
= 3, check 8 low = 4, high = 5, mid = 9/2 = 4, check 9
low = 5, high = 5, mid = 10/2 = 5, check 16, found
c program for Binary Search:
#include<stdio.h>
void main()
{
int a[10],n,key,i,low,high,mid,flag=0;
printf("ENTER THE NO OF ELEMENTS\n");
scanf("%d",&n);
printf("ENTER %d ELEMENTS\n",n);
for(i=0;i<n;i++)
scanf("%d",&a[i]);
printf("ENTER KEY VALUE\n");
scanf("%d",&key);
low=0,high=n-1;
while(low<=high)
{
mid=(low+high)/2;
if(a[mid]==key)
{
flag=1;
break;
}
else

{
if(key<a[mid])
high=mid-1;
else
low=mid+1;
}//else
}//while
if(flag==0)
printf("%d ELEMENT IS NOT FOUND\n",key);
else
printf("%d IS FOUND AT LOCATION %d\n",key,mid+1);
}

2. Sort the following elements using Shell Sort 63, 19, 7, 90, 81, 36, 54,

45, 72, 27, 22, 9, 41, 59, 33 and Quick Sort 27 10 36 18 25 45
we choose the first element as the pivot
< a[right], decrease the value of right.
Set loc =0 , left = 0, and right = 5.
27
10 36 18 25 45
---->
>
loc left
right

Scan from right to left. Since a[loc]

27

10

36
18
right loc

27

45

Since a[loc] < a[left], interchange
the values and set loc = left.
< a[right], decrement the value of right.

36

18 25 45

loc left

Start scanning from left to right. Since a[loc]
the two values and set loc = right.
> a[left], increment the value of left.
25
left
loc

10

---right

Since a[loc] > a[right], interchange

<---25
left

10

36
right

18

27

Scan from right to left. Since a[loc]

45

25

10

27

left loc

18

36

45

-----> 25

right

left loc

Since a[loc] > a[right], interchange
the two values and set loc = right.
25

10

18

10

27

36

27

18

right

–----> 25

45

10

18

27

right loc

3. write the time complexity.
SHELL SORT:
63, 19, 7, 90, 81, 36, 54, 45, 72, 27, 22, 9, 41, 59, 33
Arrange the elements of the array in the form of a table and sort the columns.
63

19

7

90

81

36

54

72

27

22

9

41

59

33

63
72

19
27

7
22

9
90

41
81

36
59

33
54

45

Result:
45

The elements of the array can be given as:
63, 19, 7, 9, 41, 36, 33, 45, 72, 27, 22, 90, 81, 59, 54
Repeat Step 1 with smaller number of long columns.

63

19

7

9

41

36

33

45

72

27

22

90

81

59

54

45

Start scanning from left to right. Since
a[loc]> a[left], increment the value of left.

l eft right loc
left

Result:

36

36

45

Result:
22

19

7

9

27

36

33

45

59

41

63

90

81

72

54

The elements of the array can be given as:
22, 19, 7, 9, 27, 36, 33, 45, 59, 41, 63, 90, 81, 72, 54
Repeat Step 1 with smaller number of long columns.
22
9
33
41
81

29
27
45
63
72

7
36
59
90
54

Result:
9
19
7
22
27
36
33
45
55
41
63
59
81
72
90
The elements of the array can be given as:
9, 19, 7, 22, 27, 36, 33, 45, 54, 41, 63, 59, 81, 72, 90
Finally, arrange the elements of the array in a single column and sort the column.
Result:
9
7
19
9
7
19
22
22
27
27
36
33
33
36
45
41
54
45
41
54
63
59
59
63
81
72
72
81
90
90

Finally, the elements of the array can be given as:
7, 9, 19, 22, 27, 33, 36, 41, 45, 54, 59, 63, 72, 81, 90

4. Write a C program for implementing Quick Sort and Merge sort to
arrange elements in ascending order.
ANSWER:
#include<stdio.h>
void qsort(int a[10],int first,int last);
int main()
{
int i,n,a[10],j,pivot,last,t;
printf("enter the no of elements\n");
scanf("%d",&n);
printf("enter the elements\n");
for(i=0;i<n;i++)
scanf("%d",&a[i]);
qsort(a,0,n-1);
printf("sorted elements is\n");
for(i=0;i<n;i++)
printf("\n%d",a[i]);
}
void qsort(int a[10],int first,int last)
{
int i,j,t,pivot,n;
if(first<last)
{
i=first;
j=last;
pivot=first;
while(i<j)
{
while(a[i]<=a[pivot]&&i<last)
i++;
while(a[j]>a[pivot])
j--;

if(i<j)
{
t=a[i];
a[i]=a[j];
a[j]=t;
}
}
t=a[pivot];
a[pivot]=a[j];
a[j]=t;
qsort(a,first,j-1);
qsort(a,j+1,last);
}
}
MERGE SORT:
#include<stdio.h>
int a[100]; //globally declaring array
void merge (int a[],int low,int high,int mid);
void mergesort (int a[],int low,int high);
void main()
{
int i,n;
printf("\n enter the no. of elements");
scanf("%d",&n);
printf("enter elements of list");
for(i=0;i<n;i++) //entering loop//
scanf("%d",&a[i]);
mergesort (a,0,n-1);//calling function//
printf("\n sorted array\n");

for(i=0;i<n;i++)//entering loop//
printf("%d\n",a[i]);
}
void mergesort(int a[100],int low,int high)
{
int mid;
if(low<high)//checing condition//
{
mid=(low+high)/2;
mergesort(a,low,mid);
mergesort(a,mid+1,high);
merge(a,low,high,mid);
}
}
void merge(int a[100],int low,int high,int mid) //called function//
{
int i,j,k,c[50];
i=low;
j=mid+1;
k=low;
while((i<=mid)&&(j<=high))
{
if(a[i]<a[j])
{
c[k]=a[i];

i++;
k++;
}
else
{
c[k]=a[j];
j++;
k++;
}
}
while(i<=mid)
{
c[k]=a[i];
i++;
k++;
}
while(j<=high)
{
c[k]=a[j];
j++;
k++;
}
for(i=0;i<k;i++)
a[i]=c[i];

}

5. Write a C program for implementing Bubble Sort and Insertion Sort to
arrange elements in ascending order.
//Program for Bubble Sort
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
void bubblesort(int x[], int n)
{
int i, j, temp;
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
{
for (j = 0; j < n–i-1 ; j++)
{
if (x[j] > x[j+1])
{
temp=x[j];
x[j] = x[j+1];
x[j+1]= temp;
}
}
}
}
main()
{
int i, n, x[25];
clrscr();
printf("\n Enter the number of elements: ");
scanf("%d",&n);
printf("\n Enter Data:");
for(i = 0; i < n ; i++)
scanf("%d", &x[i]);
bubblesort(x, n);
printf ("\n Array Elements after sorting: ");
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
printf ("%5d", x[i]);
}

//Program for Insertion Sort
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
void isort(int x[], int n)
{
int i,j,temp;
for(i=1;i<n;i++)
{
temp=a[i];
j=i-1;
while((temp<a[j])&&(j>=0))
{
a[j+1]=a[j];
j=j-1;
}
a[j+1]=temp;
}

}
main()
{
int i, n, x[25];
clrscr();
printf("\n Enter the number of elements: ");
scanf("%d",&n);
printf("\n Enter Data:");
for(i = 0; i < n ; i++)
scanf("%d", &x[i]);
isort(x, n);
printf ("\n Array Elements after sorting: ");
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
printf ("%5d", x[i]);
}

6.Write a C program for implementing Selection Sort to arrange elements in
ascending order.
SELECTION SORT:
//Program for Selection Sort
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
void ssort(int x[], int n)
{
int i,j,k,min,temp;
for(i=0;i<n-1;i++)/*logic*/
{
min=i;
for(j=i+1;j<n;j++)
{
if(a[min]>a[j])
min=j;
}
temp=a[i];
a[i]=a[min];
a[min]=temp;
}

}
main()
{
int i, n, x[25];
clrscr();
printf("\n Enter the number of elements: ");
scanf("%d",&n);
printf("\n Enter Data:");
for(i = 0; i < n ; i++)
scanf("%d", &x[i]);
ssort(x, n);
printf ("\n Array Elements after sorting: ");
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
printf ("%5d", x[i]);
}

UNIT-IV
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Define Tree? List applications of Tree.
Solution: Definition:- Tree is a non-linear data structure which organizes data in hierarchical
structure and this is a recursive definition.
Applications of Tree:
1. Manipulate hierarchical data.
2. Make information easy to search (see tree traversal).
3. Manipulate sorted lists of data.
4. As a workflow for compositing digital images for visual effects.
5. Router algorithms.

2. Define Binary Tree? List properties of Binary Tree.
Solution:
Definition: Binary tree is a special type of tree data structure in which every node can have
a maximum of 2 children. One is known as left child and the other is known as right child.
Properties:
1) A binary tree with N internal nodes has 2N links, N-1 links to internal nodes and N+1
links to external nodes.
2) A binary tree of height h has at least h and at most 2h - 1 elements
3) The height of a binary tree with n elements is at most n and at least ?log2 (n+1)?

3. Define full, complete, left skewed, right skewed binary tree
Solution:
Full Binary tree: A binary tree in which every node has either two or zero number of
children is called Full Binary Tree.

Complete Binary tree: A binary tree in which every internal node has exactly two
children and all leaf nodes are at same level is called Complete Binary Tree.
Complete binary tree is also called as Perfect Binary Tree
Example:-

Left skewed Binary Tree: A binary tree in which each node is having either only left subtrees or no sub-trees is called as left skewed binary tree.

Right Skewed Binary tree: A binary tree in which each node is having either only right subtrees or no sub-trees is called as right skewed binary tree.

4. Define node, siblings, depth/height, degree of a tree
Solution:Node: stores a data element
In a tree data structure, the first node is called as Root Node.
Siblings: In a tree data structure, nodes which belong to same Parent are called as
SIBLINGS. In simple words, the nodes with same parent are called as Sibling nodes.

Depth: In a tree, the total number of edges from root node to a leaf node in the longest path
is said to be Depth of the tree.
Degree: the total number of children of a node is called as DEGREE of that Node. In simple
words, the Degree of a node is total number of children it has.

5. Define Priority Queue and its application? List different types of
Priority Queue?
Solution:
Definition of Priority Queue:- Priority queue is a variant of queue data structure in which
insertion is performed in the order of arrival and deletion is performed based on the priority.

Applications of Priority Queues:

Bandwidth management



Discrete event simulation.



manage the events in a discrete event simulation.



Dijkstra's algorithm

6. Differentiate Max Heap and Min Heap.
Solution: A min heap uses ascending priority where the smallest item is the first to be
popped from the heap.

A max heap uses descending priority where the largest item is the first to be popped.
every parent node contains greater or equal value than its child nodes.

7. Differentiate a tree and a binary tree.
Solution: A general tree is a data structure in that each node can have infinite number of
children.
There is no limit on the degree of node in a general tree.
A Binary tree is a data structure in that each node has at most two nodes left and right.
Nodes in abinary tree cannot have more than degree 2.

8. Define max heap and min heap.
Solution:

Max Heap: Max heap is a specialized full binary tree in which every parent node
contains greater or equal value than its child nodes.

Min Heap: Min heap is a specialized full binary tree in which every parent node
contains Less than value than its child nodes.

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Write about tree and binary tree representations
Solution: In linear data structure, data is organized in sequential order and in non-linear data
structure , data is organized in random order. Tree is a very popular data structure used in wide
range of applications.
Representations of tree: A tree data structure can be represented in two methods.
List Representation
Left Child - Right Sibling Representation
Degree-Two Representation

List Representation:
In this representation, we use two types of nodes one for representing the node with data
and another for representing only references. We start with a node with data from root
node in the tree. Then it is linked to an internal node through a reference node and is
linked to any other node directly. This process repeats for all the nodes in the tree.
The above tree example can be represented using List representation as follows...

Left Child - Right Sibling Representation
In this representation, we use list with one type of node which consists of three fields
namely Data field, Left child reference field and Right sibling reference field. Data field
stores the actual value of a node, left reference field stores the address of the left child
and right reference field stores the address of the right sibling node. Graphical
representation of that node is as follows...

In this representation, every node's data field stores the actual value of that node. If that
node has left child, then left reference field stores the address of that left child node
otherwise that field stores NULL. If that node has right sibling then right reference field
stores the address of right sibling node otherwise that field stores NULL.

The above tree example can be represented using Left Child - Right Sibling
representation as follows...

2. Explain binary tree traversals with example.
When we wanted to display a binary tree, we need to follow some order in which all the
nodes of that binary tree must be displayed. In any binary tree displaying order of nodes
depends on the traversal method.

Displaying (or) visiting order of nodes in a binary tree is called as Binary Tree Traversal.
There are three types of binary tree traversals.

In - Order Traversal
Pre - Order Traversal
Post - Order Traversal
Consider the following binary tree...

1. In - Order Traversal ( leftChild - root - rightChild )

In In-Order traversal, the root node is visited between left child and right child. In this
traversal, the left child node is visited first, then the root node is visited and later we go
for visiting right child node. This in-order traversal is applicable for every root node of all
subtrees in the tree. This is performed recursively for all nodes in the tree.

In the above example of binary tree, first we try to visit left child of root node 'A', but A's
left child is a root node for left subtree. so we try to visit its (B's) left child 'D' and again
D is a root for subtree with nodes D, I and J. So we try to visit its left child 'I' and it is the
left most child. So first we visit 'I' then go for its root node 'D' and later we visit D's right
child 'J'. With this we have completed the left part of node B. Then visit 'B' and next B's
right child 'F' is visited. With this we have completed left part of node A. Then visit root
node 'A'. With this we have completed left and root parts of node A. Then we go for right
part of the node A. In right of A again there is a subtree with root C. So go for left child
of C and again it is a subtree with root G. But G does not have left part so we visit 'G' and
then visit G's right child K. With this we have completed the left part of node C. Then

visit root node 'C' and next visit C's right child 'H' which is the right most child in the tree
so we stop the process.

That means here we have visited in the order of I - D - J - B - F - A - G - K - C - H using
In-Order Traversal.

In-Order Traversal for above example of binary tree is
I-D-J-B-F-A-G-K-C–H
2. Pre - Order Traversal ( root - leftChild - rightChild )

In Pre-Order traversal, the root node is visited before left child and right child nodes. In
this traversal, the root node is visited first, then its left child and later its right child. This
pre-order traversal is applicable for every root node of all subtrees in the tree.

In the above example of binary tree, first we visit root node 'A' then visit its left child 'B'
which is a root for D and F. So we visit B's left child 'D' and again D is a root for I and J.
So we visit D's left child 'I' which is the left most child. So next we go for visiting D's
right child 'J'. With this we have completed root, left and right parts of node D and root,
left parts of node B. Next visit B's right child 'F'. With this we have completed root and
left parts of node A. So we go for A's right child 'C' which is a root node for G and H.
After visiting C, we go for its left child 'G' which is a root for node K. So next we visit
left of G, but it does not have left child so we go for G's right child 'K'. With this we have
completed node C's root and left parts. Next visit C's right child 'H' which is the right
most child in the tree. So we stop the process.

That means here we have visited in the order of A-B-D-I-J-F-C-G-K-H using Pre-Order
Traversal.

Pre-Order Traversal for above example binary tree is
A-B-D-I-J-F-C-G-K-H

2. Post - Order Traversal ( leftChild - rightChild - root )

In Post-Order traversal, the root node is visited after left child and right child. In this
traversal, left child node is visited first, then its right child and then its root node. This is
recursively performed until the right most node is visited.

Here we have visited in the order of I - J - D - F - B - K - G - H - C - A using Post-Order
Traversal.

Post-Order Traversal for above example binary tree is
I-J-D-F-B-K-G-H-C–A

3. Write recursive algorithms for Binary Tree Traversals.
Pre-order Traversal:
To traverse a non-empty binary tree in pre-order, the following operations are performed
recursively at each node. The algorithm works by:
1. Visiting the root node,
2. Traversing the left sub-tree, and finally
3. Traversing the right sub-tree.
Recursive Algorithm:
Step 1: Repeat Steps 2 to 4 while TREE != NULL
Step 2: Write TREE DATA
Step 3: PREORDER(TREE LEFT)
Step 4: PREORDER(TREE RIGHT)
[END OF LOOP]
Step 5: END

In-order Traversal:
To traverse a non-empty binary tree in in-order, the following operations are performed
recursively at each node. The algorithm works by:

1. Traversing the left sub-tree,
2. Visiting the root node, and finally
3. Traversing the right sub-tree.
Recursive Algorithm:
Step 1: Repeat Steps 2 to 4 while TREE != NULL
Step 2: INORDER(TREE LEFT)
Step 3: Write TREE DATA
Step 4: INORDER(TREE RIGHT)
[END OF LOOP]
Step 5: END

Post-order Traversal:
To traverse a non-empty binary tree in post-order, the following operations are performed
recursively at each node. The algorithm works by:
1. Traversing the left sub-tree,
2. Traversing the right sub-tree, and finally
3. Visiting the root node.
Recursive Algorithm:
Step 1: Repeat Steps 2 to 4 while TREE != NULL
Step 2: POSTORDER(TREE LEFT)
Step 3: POSTORDER(TREE RIGHT)
Step 4: Write TREE DATA
[END OF LOOP]
Step 5: END

4. Construct a max heap for elements 150, 80, 40, 30, 10, 70, 100, 110, 20,
90, 60, 50, 120, 140, 130.
Step 1: Insert 150

Step 5: Insert 10
150

150

80

30

40

10

Step 2: Insert 80

150

Step 6: Insert 70
150

150

80

Step 3: Insert 40

80

80

40

70

150
30
80

10

40

Step 7: Insert 100
150

150

150

30

10

40

Step 4: Insert 30

80

30

70

40

30

10

40

100

80

70

80

100

30

10

40

70

Step 8: Insert 110
150
150
100

110
100

80

80
30

10

40

10

40

70

70
30

110

Step 8: Insert 20

150

100

110

80

30

10

40

70

20

Step 9: Insert 90
150

150

80

10

40

80

70
30

30

20

90

100

110

100

110

90
20

10

40

70

Step 10: Insert 60

Step 11: Insert 50
150

150
100

110

80

30

90
20

80

70

40

30

10

100

110

90
10

20

60

70

40

60

50

Step 12: Insert 120
150

150

110

80

90

80

70

40

30
30

10

20

50

60

120

110

100

90
10

20

70

110
0
60

50

40

120

Insert 140
150

150
120

110

80

30

90
20

10

70

110
0
60

50

40

140

110

140

80

30

90
20

10

120

110
0
60

50

40

70

Insert 130

150

150
140

110

80

30

90
20

10

120

110
0
60

50

40

140

110

70

80

130

30

90
20

10

130

110
0
60

50

MAX HEAP

40

70

120

5.Write a C program to implement Binary Tree Using Linked List.
# include <stdio.h>
# include <stdlib.h>
struct tree
{
struct tree* lchild;
char data[10];
struct tree* rchild;
};
typedef struct tree node;
node *Q[50];
int node_ctr;
node* getnode()
{
node *temp ;
temp = (node*) malloc(sizeof(node));
printf("\n Enter Data: ");
fflush(stdin);
scanf("%s",temp->data);
temp->lchild = NULL;
temp->rchild = NULL;
return temp;
}
void create_binarytree(node *root)
{
char option;
node_ctr = 1;
if( root != NULL )
{
printf("\n Node %s has Left SubTree(Y/N)",root->data);
fflush(stdin);
scanf(" %c",&option);
if( option=='Y' || option == 'y')
{
root->lchild = getnode();
node_ctr++;
create_binarytree(root->lchild);
}
else
{
root->lchild = NULL;
create_binarytree(root->lchild);
}
printf("\n Node %s has Right SubTree(Y/N) ",root->data);
fflush(stdin);

scanf("%c",&option);
if( option=='Y' || option == 'y')
{
root->rchild = getnode();
node_ctr++;
create_binarytree(root->rchild);
}
else
{
root->rchild = NULL;
create_binarytree(root->rchild);
}
}
}
void inorder(node *root)
{
if(root != NULL)
{
inorder(root->lchild);
printf("%3s",root->data);
inorder(root->rchild);
}
}
void preorder(node *root)
{
if( root != NULL )
{
printf("%3s",root->data);
preorder(root->lchild);
preorder(root->rchild);
}
}
void postorder(node *root)
{
if( root != NULL )
{
postorder(root->lchild);
postorder(root->rchild);
printf("%3s", root->data);
}
}
int main()
{
int i,ch;
node *root = NULL;

printf("\n 1. Create Binary Tree ");
printf("\n 2. Inorder Traversal ");
printf("\n 3. Preorder Traversal ");
printf("\n 4. Postorder Traversal ");
printf("\n 5. Quit ");
do
{
printf("\n Enter Your choice: ");
scanf("%d", &ch);
switch( ch)
{
case 1 :
if( root == NULL )
{
root = getnode();
create_binarytree(root);
}
else
{
printf("\n Tree is already Created ..");
}
break;
case 2 :
printf("\n Inorder Traversal: ");
inorder(root);
break;
case 3 :
printf("\n Preorder Traversal: ");
preorder(root);
break;
case 4 :
printf("\n Postorder Traversal: ");
postorder(root);
break;
case 5 :
exit(0);
}
}while(1);
}

6. Write a C program to implement Priority Queue Using Linked List.
/*Program of priority queue using linked list*/
#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
struct node
{
int priority;
int data;
struct node *next;
}*front=NULL,*n,*temp;
void insert(int item, int item_priority);
int del();
void display();
int isEmpty();
int main()
{
int choice,item,item_priority;
while(1)
{
printf("1.Insert\n");
printf("2.Delete\n");
printf("3.Display\n");
printf("4.Quit\n");
printf("Enter your choice : ");
scanf("%d", &choice);
switch(choice)
{
case 1:
printf("Input the item to be added in the queue : ");
scanf("%d",&item);
printf("Enter its priority : ");
scanf("%d",&item_priority);
insert(item, item_priority);
break;
case 2:
printf("Deleted item is %d\n",del());
break;
case 3:
display();
break;
case 4:
exit(1);

default :
printf("Wrong choice\n");
}/*End of switch*/
}/*End of while*/
}/*End of main()*/
void insert(int item,int item_priority)
{
n=(struct node *)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
n->data=item;
n->priority=item_priority;
/*Queue is empty or item to be added has priority more than first element*/
if( front==NULL || item_priority < front->priority )
{
n->next=front;
front=n;
}
else
{
temp = front;
while( temp->next!=NULL && temp->next->priority<=item_priority )
temp=temp->next;
n->next=temp->next;
temp->next=n;
}
}/*End of insert()*/
int del()
{
int item;
temp=front;
item=temp->data;
front=front->next;
free(temp);
return item;
}/*End of del()*/
void display()
{
temp=front;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
printf("%5d
%5d\n",temp->priority,temp->data);
temp=temp->next;
}

}/*End of display() */

7. Write short notes on Threaded Binary Tree
A binary tree is represented using array representation or linked list representation. When a
binary tree is represented using linked list representation, if any node is not having a child we use
NULL pointer in that position. In any binary tree linked list representation, there are more
number of NULL pointer than actual pointers. Generally, in any binary tree linked list
representation, if there are 2N number of reference fields, then N+1 number of reference fields
are filled with NULL ( N+1 are NULL out of 2N ). This NULL pointer does not play any role
except indicating there is no link (no child).
A. J. Perlis and C. Thornton have proposed new binary tree called "Threaded Binary Tree",
which make use of NULL pointer to improve its traversal processes. In threaded binary tree,
NULL pointers are replaced by references to other nodes in the tree, called threads.

Definition:Threaded Binary Tree is also a binary tree in which all left child pointers that are
NULL (in Linked list representation) points to its in-order predecessor, and all right child
pointers that are NULL (in Linked list representation) points to its in-order successor.

In-order traversal of above binary tree...
H-D-I-B-E-A-F-J-C–G
When we represent above binary tree using linked list representation, nodes H, I, E, F, J and G
left child pointers are NULL. This NULL is replaced by address of its in-order predecessor,
respectively (I to D, E to B, F to A, J to F and G to C), but here the node H does not have its inorder predecessor, so it points to the root node A. And nodes H, I, E, J and G right child pointers

are NULL. This NULL ponters are replaced by address of its in-order successor, respectively (H
to D, I to B, E to A, and J to C), but here the node G does not have its in-order successor, so it
points to the root node A.

Above example binary tree become as follows after converting into threaded binary tree.

UNIT-V
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS

1.Define Binary Search Tree with example and list operations?
Ans: Binary Search Tree
Binary Search Tree is a binary tree in which every node contains only smaller values in its left
subtree and only larger values in its right subtree.
Example
The following tree is a Binary Search Tree. In this tree, left subtree of every node contains nodes
with smaller values and right subtree of every node contains larger values.

Every Binary Search Tree is a binary tree but all the Binary Trees need not to be binary search
trees.
Operations on a Binary Search Tree
The following operations are performed on a binary earch tree...
Search
Insertion
Deletion

2.Define balancing factor and what is height of AVL tree?
Balance factor of a node is the difference between the heights of left and right subtrees of that
node. The balance factor of a node is calculated either height of left subtree - height of right
subtree (OR) height of right subtree - height of left subtree. In the following explanation, we are
calculating as follows...
Balance factor = heightOfLeftSubtree - heightOfRightSubtree
Example

The above tree is a binary search tree and every node is satisfying balance factor condition. So
this tree is said to be an AVL tree.

Every AVL Tree is a binary search tree but all the Binary Search Trees need not to be AVL trees.

3.List rotations of AVL tree
AVL Tree Rotations
In AVL tree, after performing every operation like insertion and deletion we need to check
the balance factor of every node in the tree. If every node satisfies the balance factor condition
then we conclude the operation otherwise we must make it balanced. We use rotation operations
to make the tree balanced whenever the tree is becoming imbalanced due to any operation.
Rotation operations are used to make a tree balanced.
Rotation is the process of moving the nodes to either left or right to make tree balanced.

There are four rotations and they are classified into two types.

4.Define balanced binary search tree or AVL tree with an example
AVL tree is a self balanced binary search tree. That means, an AVL tree is also a binary search
tree but it is a balanced tree. A binary tree is said to be balanced, if the difference between the
hieghts of left and right subtrees of every node in the tree is either -1, 0 or +1. In other words, a
binary tree is said to be balanced if for every node, height of its children differ by at most one. In
an AVL tree, every node maintains a extra information known as balance factor. The AVL tree
was introduced in the year of 1962 by G.M. Adelson-Velsky and E.M. Landis.
An AVL tree is defined as follows...
An AVL tree is a balanced binary search tree. In an AVL tree, balance factor of every node is
either -1, 0 or +1.

Example

The above tree is a binary search tree and every node is satisfying balance factor condition. So
this tree is said to be an AVL tree.

Every AVL Tree is a binary search tree but all the Binary Search Trees need not to be AVL trees.

5.Define B-Tree with example? Write the properties of B-Tree
B-Tree can be defined as follows...
B-Tree is a self-balanced search tree with multiple keys in every node and more than two
children for every node.
Here, number of keys in a node and number of children for a node is depend on the order of the
B-Tree. Every B-Tree has order.
B-Tree of Order m has the following properties...
Property #1 - All the leaf nodes must be at same level.
Property #2 - All nodes except root must have at least [m/2]-1 keys and maximum of m-1 keys.
Property #3 - All non leaf nodes except root (i.e. all internal nodes) must have at
least m/2 children.
Property #4 - If the root node is a non leaf node, then it must have at least 2 children.
Property #5 - A non leaf node with n-1 keys must have n number of children.
Property #6 - All the key values within a node must be in Ascending Order.
For example, B-Tree of Order 4 contains maximum 3 key values in a node and maximum 4
children for a node.
Example

6.Compare binary tree and binary search tree.
In a binary search tree, every node can have only one value (key) and maximum of two children
but there is another type of search tree called B-Tree in which a node can store more than one
value (key) and it can have more than two children.

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Write a C program to implement Binary search tree using linked list.
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
struct node
{
int data;
struct node *left,*right;
}*root=NULL,*temp,*n;
void create()
{
int x;

n=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
printf("\n enter a value:\n");
scanf("%d",&x);
n->data=x;
n->left=NULL;
n->right=NULL;
if(root==NULL)

root=n;
else
{
temp=root;
while(temp!=NULL)
{
if((n->data)<(temp->data))
{
if(temp->left==NULL)
{
temp->left=n;
return;
}
else
temp=temp->left;
}
else
{
if(temp->right==NULL)
{
temp->right=n;
return;
}
else
temp=temp->right;

}//else
}//while
}//else
}//create
void postorder(struct node *temp)
{
if(temp!=NULL)
{
postorder(temp->left);
postorder(temp->right);
printf("\t%d",temp->data);
}
}
void inorder(struct node *temp)
{
if(temp!=NULL)
{
inorder(temp->left);
printf("\t%d",temp->data);
inorder(temp->right);
}
}
void preorder(struct node *temp)
{
if(temp!=NULL)

{
printf("\t%d",temp->data);
preorder(temp->left);
preorder(temp->right);
}
}

int main()
{
int ch;
printf("\nmenu options\n");
printf("1.Create\n2.Inorder\n2.Preorder\n4.Postorder\n5.exit\n");
do
{
printf("\nenter ur choice");
scanf("%d",&ch);
switch(ch)
{
case 1:create();
break;
case 2:printf("Inorder Traversal\n");
inorder(root);
break;
case 3:printf("Preorder Traversal\n");
preorder(root);

break;
case 4:printf("Postorder Traversal\n");
postorder(root);
break;
case 5:exit(0);
default:printf("invalid choice\n");
}//switch
}while(ch<=3);
return 0;
}//main

2.Explain insertion operation on AVL trees
Insertion Operation in AVL Tree
In an AVL tree, the insertion operation is performed with O(log n) time complexity. In AVL
Tree, new node is always inserted as a leaf node. The insertion operation is performed as
follows...
Step 1: Insert the new element into the tree using Binary Search Tree insertion logic.
Step 2: After insertion, check the Balance Factor of every node.
Step 3: If the Balance Factor of every node is 0 or 1 or -1 then go for next operation.
Step 4: If the Balance Factor of any node is other than 0 or 1 or -1 then tree is said to be
imbalanced. Then perform the suitable Rotation to make it balanced. And go for next operation.
Example: Construct an AVL Tree by inserting numbers from 1 to 8.

3.Construct a Binary Search Tree by inserting the following sequence of
numbers... 10,12,5,4,20,8,7,15 and 13
Above elements are inserted into a Binary Search Tree as follows...

4. Construct a B-Tree of Order 3 by inserting numbers from 1 to 10.

